Powering the animal welfare industry with technology.
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What is the story
of Doobert?
Chris Roy is a tech guy in his "day" job and used his experience to
create Doobert for animal rescuers. Doobert is like a combination of
Match.com for animal shelters and rescues to find new partners and
volunteer Uber for getting the animals where they need to go.
Doobert is a social enterprise that is constantly innovating new
amazing tools like RescueTUBE and Fosterspace, which is currently
the ONLY foster management platform that integrates texting.
Chris is supported by his amazing wife Daphne, and together they
have 5 furkids: 4 cats and 1 dog.

How can Doobert help you?
Doobert is an online platform equipped with powerful tools designed to help
you overcome the biggest challenges in animal rescue.
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Foster
Management

What is Fosterspace?
Fosterspace is a suite of custom-built tools designed to help
you run a successful fostering program.

Create foster request pleas
Finding fosters is easier than ever! After filling out a foster
request form, you'll be able to send your foster plea to available
Doobert volunteers and share it on Facebook in one click!

Manage your foster program
Sending and receiving texts, assigning pets to fosters, and
managing foster applicants - you can do all of that and so
much more with Fosterspace.

More Fosterspace
features you'll love

Send calendar invites
Whether it's for a meet-and-greet or a vet appointment, make sure
that your foster is on top of their pet's schedule by sending them a
calendar invite for important events.

Create and send announcements
Have an announcement for a specific group of fosters? Fosterspace
allows you to easily select the recipients for your announcement and
send it via email or text with one click. You can also schedule it to
send at a later time or as a recurring message!

Don't forget to show
their personality!

Ambassador pages
Have you ever wished that you could just put all the amazing
things about your animals in one place for the world to see?
Well, with our Ambassador pages you can!

Attract more adopters for your animals by filling their Ambassador
pages with fun facts, images, and videos! Now you can showcase
their personalities on social media in just a few clicks!
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Doobert helps build partnerships
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Doobert helps connect
organizations
Find partners near you
Search for partner organizations by name or zip code. You can even
choose to include non-Doobert organizations in your search results.

Search for types of volunteers
Whether you need a transporter, foster, or someone to support you virtually,
our Volunteer Search feature makes finding volunteers fast and easy.

Share resources with the Trading Post
Running low on pet food? Need more crates? You can use the Trading
Post to find and request items listed by other organizations.

Animal
Transport

Doobert supports animal transports
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Doobert automates everything
Each transport has its own sign-up page generated and managed by Doobert.

Organization Branding

Volunteer Notifications

and Contacts
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and contact information.

Quick Share Buttons
Get more eyes on your tranport
request by sharing it on social
media.

volunteers about your transport
requests.

One-Click Sign Up
Doobert manages the sign-ups and
shows users which legs are still open
and which are filled.

Supply and
Demand

Doobert supports
collaborative animal rescue
Collaborate with ease using our Supply
and Demand map.

Control your pin information
Through your organization transfer settings, you can easily
indicate the number and different types of animals you want
to transfer in or out. This information will reflect on your pin
on the Supply and Demand map.

Find new partners
By entering a zip code and radius, you can quickly find source
and destination partners near you or at a particular location.
All it takes is one click to send them a request to collaborate.

What else can
you do?
Control which animals are available
You can easily change which animals you want to
display as available on the Supply and Demand
map.

See available animals in real-time
When searching for partner organizations, you
can actually view the available animals and click
their names to learn more about them through
their individual animal profiles.

Need more
information?
If you have any questions or need more
information, please don't hesitate to reach
out to us at support@doobert.com.

youtube.com/c/Doobert/videos
facebook.com/Doobertrescue
instagram.com/Doobert

linkedin.com/company/Doobert/

